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For Information & Knowledge Management Professionals

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virtual worlds like Second Life, There.com, and more business-focused offerings are on the brink 
of becoming valuable work tools. Major companies and public-sector organizations — such as 
BP, IBM, Intel, and the US Army — are investing heavily in virtual world technologies. But it’s still 
early, pioneering days. You’ve practically got to be a gamer to use most of these tools — setup can be 
arduous, navigating in a 3-D environment takes practice, and processing and bandwidth requirements 
remain high. But within five years, the 3-D Internet will be as important for work as the Web is today. 
Information and knowledge management professionals should begin to investigate and experiment with 
virtual worlds. Use them to try to replicate the experience of working physically alongside others; allow 
people to work with and share digital 3-D models of physical or theoretical objects; and make remote 
training and counseling more realistic by incorporating nonverbal communication into same-time, 
different-place interactions.
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MUCH OF TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY LEAVES COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS UNSOLVED

Today, information workers use technology pervasively to get their jobs done — to communicate 
with others, complete tasks, and learn new skills.1 We’ve got a long list of tools and technologies 
at our disposal: mobile and landline phones, conference bridges, email and calendaring, instant 
messaging and text messaging, team workspaces, Web conferencing, videoconferencing, project 
management software, office productivity tools, eLearning modules, wikis, blogs, podcasts, and 
social networking tools. 

But the vast majority of organizations deploy just a small subset of these tools. Even if a broad 
portfolio of technology is in place, it’s usually just a collection of nonintegrated, disparate tools. 
And where tools like these are available, widespread suboptimal utilization is common. Some of 
the more cutting-edge tools like blogs, wikis, and social networking sites typically lack a support 
infrastructure inside organizations and tend to lag behind the organization’s collaboration strategy. 
The Information Workplace holds tremendous promise, but most organizations haven’t moved to 
that yet.2 No matter how well integrated today’s collaboration and communication tools are, the 
experience is still a far cry from actually “being there” — whether “there” means sitting at the same 
conference room table with team members or working in the trauma bay at an emergency room 
learning to use a new piece of medical equipment. For example:

· Working together in real time while in separate locations is challenging. Think about 
these common scenarios: The IT staff at headquarters in London need to work closely with 
application developers in India; a drug researcher in a pharmaceutical company needs to work 
with scientists employed by biotech partners; a sales team made up of people who work in a 
dozen regions around the country needs to hold weekly meetings — which team members 
dread, viewing them as an utter waste of time. With an increase in the number of people 
working from home and on the road, information and knowledge management professionals 
(I&KM pros) need to find better ways to connect people to each other.3 Many medium-size and 
large enterprises are developing enterprise collaboration strategies, unified communications 
strategies, and Social Computing strategies to try to ease the pains that distributed and mobile 
workers feel.4

· Traveling to conferences and events is expensive and often discretionary. People travel, 
at great expense to their employers, to attend classes and conferences to further their work-
related education. According to the National Business Travel Association (NBTA), business 
travel in the US will continue growing in 2008, although the rate of growth will level off 
somewhat.5 According to both the NBTA and American Express, corporate travel buyers should 
expect an increase in published travel costs in 2008. Cracks are beginning to appear — many 
organizations are aiming to reduce travel costs or are committing to a more “green” strategy. 
Workers then lose the opportunity to brush up on skills, network with others, and gain new 
insights that could help them improve the way they do their jobs.
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· Training on complex equipment or in hazardous environments is costly and risky. 
Organizations spend billions of dollars to train staff to use complex and expensive tools (e.g., 
new medical equipment) and how to do their jobs in hard-to-reach or dangerous environments 
(e.g., on oil rigs, in emergency situations, during military action, and when working with 
hazardous materials). As an example, the May 2005 issue of the American Journal of Medicine 
presented a study that estimated the cost of training residents and fellows at the University of 
Pittsburgh School of Medicine to be roughly $31,000 to $35,000 for each resident and fellow.6 
With roughly 100,000 medical residents and fellows being educated in the US at any given 
time, the numbers are staggering — even if the cost to train them on complex equipment or for 
hazardous situations or emergencies turned out to be just 1% of the total.

In another example, the city of New York spends millions of dollars annually to go through 
emergency response exercises. Volunteers put gore on their bodies and lie on the streets so 
that first responders can practice how they would handle an emergency. And hospital staff 
attend emergency preparedness symposia to get up to speed on topics like decontamination 
and communication. Computer-based training and customized immersive simulators are fairly 
common in some of these scenarios — especially short simulations to help teach complicated 
processes — but computer-based training and short simulations don’t provide an immersive, 
hands-on-like experience, and custom-built simulators are very expensive.

NOW ENTERING: VIRTUAL WORLDS AS A REAL BUSINESS TOOL

Virtual worlds have entered the scene as technology that takes the Internet to a new level of 
interactivity and immersion, and they are beginning to fill some of the gaps left by the World 
Wide Web (see Figure 1). Virtual worlds are computer-generated environments in which people 
participate using avatars — electronic characters that represent or symbolize the person who is 
operating them. Virtual worlds emerged in the realm of computer games but are rapidly expanding 
beyond that.7 Picture this:

· Your workplace and its people all have 3-D replicas. Your corporate headquarters has a virtual 
representation, maybe in Second Life or perhaps in a more controlled, private virtual world.8 
The company has a virtual campus with buildings, plants, meeting rooms — the works. You and 
your colleagues have avatars that may look somewhat like you — perhaps even photographically 
so. Your real name, job title, business unit, and more are associated with your avatar, perhaps via 
a profile. Your access to virtual buildings, rooms, and equipment, as well as people, is controlled 
by information in the enterprise directory and access control systems. Using corporate staff 
directories, much of this setup can be done ahead of time, ready for users to just drop into their 
virtual skins.
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Figure 1 Virtual Worlds Take The Internet To New Levels Of Immersion And Interactivity

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Dimensionality 2-D experience

Characteristic The World Wide Web

Content

Interactivity

Realism

Organizational 
metaphor

Role of end user 
in content creation

Representation of 
the user 
in the environment

Means of navigating 
around 
the environment

Web sites or Web pages, panels, 
windows, and frames. Metaphors are 
borrowed from the experience of 
using Macintosh or Microsoft Windows 
applications. 

Scrolling to view content not visible 
on the screen. Clicking on links or 
typing or copying and pasting URLs to 
go to other Web sites or pages. 

Does not simulate real-world conditions, 
other than perhaps a photograph 
representing a person. But a photo is 
static.

Most content on the Web is not created 
by individuals but by businesses — 
though this is changing rapidly with 
blogs, wikis, andsocial networks.

Primarily text-based, though visuals
of many types are supported (e.g., 
graphics, icons, photos, and videos).

The average user cannot modify 
content on Web sites other than to post
comments on forums or blogs — unless
the Web site uses wiki technology. This is 
beginning to change with the advent 
of user-creatable and selectable mini
applications (e.g., Google gadgets) and 
mashups.

In most cases, a person’s presence on a 
Web site is unknown to others. Two 
people looking at the very same Web 
page usually have no idea the other is 
there. In some cases, user presence 
on a site is indicated by some sort of
“online now” indicator next to their 
user name. 

3-D experience

Virtual worlds

Rooms, buildings, islands, objects 
(e.g., presentation, Word document, 
movie). Experience is borrowed from
the physical world and from 
interactive 3-D video games. 

Flying, walking, or typing in the name 
of a room, object or location (e.g., 
Second Life island) and “teleporting” 
there. Turning the avatar around to 
view content not in front of the user. 
Zooming in and out and changing 
camera angles to view content. 

Realistic or recognizable 
representation and simulation of 
objects, space, perspective, etc. 
Simulates gravity, day/night cycles, 
travel distances, collisions, picking up 
objects, and wearing clothes, etc.

The vast majority of content (at least 
in Second Life) is user-created. This 
may be less the case in private virtual 
worlds. Users may be individuals, 
businesses, or solution providers 
that provide professional content 
development, much like Web 
development companies for the Web.

Primarily visual, though text (e.g., on
virtual signs and on documents) is 
supported.

User can create, view and manipulate
realistic or recognizable 
representations of objects (e.g., 
furniture), zoom in on them, move 
them, go inside them, and pick them 
up and carry them.

A person is represented by an avatar. 
In some virtual worlds, the user can 
also be an invisible observer.

43450
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Figure 1 Virtual Worlds Take The Internet To New Levels Of Immersion And Interactivity (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Shared experience 

Real-time 
communication 
mechanisms

Persistence

One user (e.g., a customer support rep) 
can take control of another’s browser to 
direct him or her to a particular Web 
page or site. 

Real-time text chat, voice, or video 
conversations.

When users launch a browser they 
always go to the same Web page — 
their “home page” — regardless of the 
Web page they last visited before they 
shut the browser down.

When users launch the virtual world 
software, they may be in the location they 
were last in before they closed out of the 
application — this may be useful for 
business users who want to make changes 
and leave them for colleagues to 
see when they enter the virtual 
world. In some virtual worlds, they 
can choose a home location, a new 
location, or their last location. In 
others, such as Virtual Heroes, persistence
reflects the skill points, experience points, 
and other user attributes that are stored 
on the back end of the application in a 
database. 

Non-verbal 
communication 

Text, emoticons :-) Select from menu or use keyboard 
combinations to smile, shrug, sigh, 
raise your hand, clear your throat, 
nod, shake your head, giggle, frown, 
etc. In some virtual worlds, such as 
Forterra’s, avatars have some 
built-in gestures that are activated 
by the dialog, such as lip synching. 
Research is going on in labs around 
the world to figure out how to 
scan faces and body movements 
so these can be more accurately 
reflected by an avatar. 

People can “travel” together (e.g., walk, 
run, fly, skateboard, etc.) through the 
virtual world. One user can teleport 
another to a new location (with 
consent, of course). Adjacent avatars 
see the same view, as in the real world.

Free text entry, text assembly via 
menus, voice over IP, and, in some 
cases, video.

Characteristic The World Wide Web Virtual worlds
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· Your experience in the virtual world imitates the best of the physical world. You speak with 
your colleagues via text chat or built-in voice over IP. Sound is spatialized — when an avatar 
standing to your avatar’s left says something, you hear the speaker’s voice in your left ear. The 
voices of people whose avatars are close to yours are louder than the voices of those who are 
farther away. You can easily direct your avatar to express gestures and emotions, such as smile, 
shrug, sigh, raise your hand, clear your throat, nod, shake your head, giggle, and frown. Plus, 
you can leave behind real-world unpleasantness, such as the poor heat in your cubicle while 
your next-door neighbor is burning up, the loud guy talking on the phone in the office next to 
you, an acrid-smelling empty coffee pot in the kitchenette — the virtual coffee pot can always be 
full! — and the chronic shortage of electrical outlets and network plugs at the conference room 
table. Also — don’t forget the nonworking overhead projector.

· You and your colleagues all have virtual workspaces. A new employee comes on board and 
is issued a virtual workspace (which may or may not look like what we think of as a traditional 
office space) in addition to his or her physical workplace package — maybe a cubicle or office, 
or reimbursement for some home office expenses. You can “see” who’s in the office at any time 
by “walking by” or “flying by” their virtual workspace (see Figure 2). You can personalize 
your virtual office any way you want, within the corporate code of conduct. Not only will you 
find people in their offices or at their workstations, you can stop into the virtual café to see 
who’s there and join in ad hoc conversations. Dave Elchoness, founder and CEO of consulting 
company VRWorkplace, said, “The ability to meet as if in person, as I did, with an avatar 
physically in Canada, while together we watched an avatar, at her desk in China, create a virtual 
building, is incredibly profound.”

· Participants are more fully engaged in virtual meetings. To have a brainstorming session or 
collaborate on a document, you and your colleagues’ avatars can meet in a virtual conference 
room where you can do anything that’s done today via the Web: talk; upload, view, and 
collaboratively edit documents; draw on a whiteboard; watch videos; etc. Beyond that, you 
can see a 3-D representation of the people you are meeting with and glean insights from their 
expressions and gestures. You always know who’s talking and can tell who’s anxious to jump 
into the conversation because they are waving their hand or jumping up and down in the corner 
of the room. And you can record these virtual meetings for later playback. Meetings in virtual 
worlds will be to today’s phone and Web conferences what a 24-speed bike with a cushy gel seat 
is to the one-speed, banana-seat Schwinn you probably had when you were a kid.

· You have real-time, interactive brainstorming sessions. Today, real-time, spontaneous 
dialog pretty much only happens in person — and with distributed workforces, opportunities 
are limited. Some organizations use initiatives like formal innovation or idea management 
programs or communities of practice to try to get people to brainstorm and share ideas. In a 
virtual world, you might engage in a lively discussion about a new idea — using representations 
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of brainstorming tools, such as lists and whiteboards, or 3-D renderings of design models or 
abstract ideas. The conversation could be recorded for future reference — or even exported for 
use elsewhere. Imagine distributing a video of the virtual world conversation via YouTube — a 
good thing in some cases and a nightmare in others — or the enterprise portal, or importing 
3-D models from the virtual world to computer-aided design (CAD) packages.

Figure 2 An Avatar Flying Outside IBM’s Executive Briefing Center In Second Life

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Virtual Worlds Can Reduce Costs And Improve The Work Experience

Virtual worlds are relatively inexpensive, don’t require a great deal of startup technology 
infrastructure, and provide a naturalistic, immersive approach to simulating space, people, and 
objects (see Figure 3 and see Figure 4). Virtual worlds have many advantages over other approaches 
to communication and collaboration. For example, they:

· Replicate with some accuracy the experience of working physically alongside others. To try to 
closely replicate the experience people have when working alongside each other, I&KM pros are 
looking at high-end technologies like telepresence. But HP Halo or Cisco TelePresence — which 
can depict the sweat on one’s brow or the details in a drawing or fabric weave — cost nearly half a 
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million dollars at each end plus significant running costs, and you have to be in a specific physical 
place to use it. That’s great if you are a Fortune 500 law firm and want to equip your 25 head offices 
with one telepresence room each, but it’s out of reach for most companies. Virtual world 
technology, though unable to convey realism the way telepresence can, is far cheaper. In addition, 
you don’t have to be in a specific physical location to use it; you can participate from any computer 
that has a decent broadband connection and a powerful video card. Some vendors, such as Gemini 
Mobile Technologies, are even running virtual world clients on mobile handsets, although these 
are still pretty much a novelty today when it comes to business usage.

· Allow people to work with and share digital 3-D models of physical or theoretical objects. 
Many disciplines rely on 3-D models and designs: Surgeons, architects, engineers, and product 
designers all use CAD models or sophisticated visualization systems to explore and create 
complex real-world objects. Doing this across multiple physical locations has proven tricky — 
especially when much of the required data lives in proprietary design systems. Increasingly, 
virtual worlds allow the importing of these models — Google SketchUp being a popular choice — 
directly into a virtual world for a project team to discuss and modify. Additionally, opportunities 
for rapid prototyping are growing in popularity: You can release near-final designs to a limited 
external group of users and solicit feedback before starting fabrication. Starwood Hotels did this 
in Second Life, trialing its new Aloft hotel concept designed for urban 30- to 50-year-olds. And 
the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University is using Qwaq Forums to lead globally 
distributed research teams working on large-scale astrophysics projects.

· Incorporate nonverbal communication into interactions where important. Teleconferencing 
has been the blunt tool of choice for most organizations looking to link multiple physical 
locations. But using this technology is a deeply flawed experience: You don’t know who’s 
there, who’s left, who’s listening, or who wants to speak but can’t get a word in! With a virtual 
meeting room, you can see who is present and more importantly who is multitasking, has raised 
their hand, or has been away from their keyboard so long that their avatar has fallen asleep. 
Additionally, these systems allow for the kind of unexpected events that make physical meetings 
worthwhile; someone has silently come into the room and put a virtual post-it in front of one of 
the attendees, or you invite in a staff member who is looking in through the glass meeting walls 
of the virtual meeting room.

· Make remote training and counseling a more realistic option. Some of the more creative uses 
of virtual worlds have revolved around training and staff development. This has been driven by 
a number of key advantages of the technology: the ability to simulate on-the-job experiences, 
record and play back performance, and run sessions across sites, time zones, and various job 
functions. While an incomplete substitute for real-world experience (particularly in consumer-
facing training or emergency response scenarios), virtual worlds at least provide a bridge 
between classroom theory and in-the-field exercises — at low cost and risk.
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Figure 3 Virtual Worlds: An Immersive Approach To Simulating People, Space, And Objects

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Workers occupying a virtual meeting room via their avatars

A presenter represented by a still image of his face, accompanied by streaming video feeds
Source: Linden Lab

Source: Qwaq
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Figure 4 Getting Work Done In Virtual Worlds Versus More Traditional Alternatives 

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Multisite 
conversations or 
meetings

Non-verbal, non-
text 
communication

3-D model sharing 
(e.g., buildings, 
product 
prototypes, 
molecular models)

Conference calls, video conferencing, 
telepresence. Perhaps some attendees 
travel to participate in person.

Comparison 
criteria Using more traditional alternatives

Presence

Document sharing

Voice conversations

Videoconferencing

Basic (usually self-administered) 
indicators of whether someone is online, 
available, on the phone, etc. via instant 
messaging and Web conferencing tools.

Can be done well using hyper-expensive 
telepresence systems and less well via 
in-room video conferencing and Web 
cams.

Put 3-D glasses on in a room, use mixed 
reality mechanisms (augmented reality). 
Or reduce three dimensions to a 2-D 
image displayed on projection screen in 
conference room. In extreme cases: 
holographic images.

Team workspaces, application sharing 
via enterprise IM clients. Real-time, in-
line editing via a good user experience 
is sorely lacking in most of today’s 
information worker tool portfolios.

Torturous teleconference systems 
requiring voice identification and 15-
digit access codes. Some systems don’t 
allow for speakers to hear while they are 
speaking, which prevents them from 
noticing when others on the call want 
to speak.

Room-based videoconferencing, Web 
cameras (desktop video cameras), and 
telepresence systems like Hewlett-
Packard Halo or Cisco Telepresence 
at the top end of the market (for 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
outfit a single room).

Build a virtual room as large or small as 
you need. All attendees convene. 

In virtual worlds

You can not only see a visual 
representation of who is in the meeting 
but what they are doing (sitting around a 
table, raising a hand, nodding off, talking 
on the phone, wandering away, etc.).

Some virtual worlds like Qwaq Forum 
provide the ability to drag a word processing 
document or spreadsheet from the desktop 
or Windows Explorer onto a virtual wall. All 
participants in the virtual room can edit that
document in real time. When done, the user 
can save the document back onto his or her 
desktop. 

VoIP-enabled. Moving beyond one way and 
fairly low quality to being fully duplexed 
and stereophonic. Certainly no worse than 
many teleconference systems. Easy to mix 
in multiple remote parties. Sometimes 
tied in with traditional conferencing 
systems so participants who are not in the 
virtual world (e.g., are on the road) can 
still participate by voice. 

A shared video experience without 
high-end expensive monitors. You could 
have a virtual TV screen in the virtual 
room that can accept an image feed. 
You could have a media room for the 
meeting, e.g., nine screens with separate 
feeds that could be showing other 
participants, road conditions etc. Good for 
emergency response, weather tracking, etc. 
You could have avatars’ heads replaced with 
video feeds, mounted upon their virtual 
shoulders — although some people find this 
a bit creepy.

Typically use a series of (cumbersome) 
menus for facial expressions and body 
gestures. This will improve as the 
intelligence of the UIs step up. 

Put it on the virtual table in the center of 
the room and walk — or fly — through 
or around it.
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Figure 4 Getting Work Done In Virtual Worlds Versus More Traditional Alternatives (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Remote working 
office systems

 

All this functionality can be lashed 
together via other means, but feels 
disjointed and less efficient than actually 
being in the office.

Create a virtual office linking today’s 
disparate IT systems that allow information 
workers to work remotely into a 
representation of an actual office. Virtual 
offices can be co-located in a virtual building 
with other remote workers. This would allow 
for better integration of systems, socializing, 
and virtual attendance at company events.

Comparison
criteria Using more traditional alternatives In virtual worlds

LOTS OF FANTASTIC EFFORTS ARE GOING ON “IN WORLD”

Many organizations are investing in virtual world experiments and believe in the potential of virtual 
worlds to truly transform work. Here are a few great examples:

· Enhancing highway emergency preparedness training in the Eastern US. The University 
of Maryland worked with the I-95 Corridor Coalition to build a virtual world simulation of 
highway emergencies using Forterra System’s OLIVE Platform (see Figure 5). In this virtual 
world, participants each assume a role (e.g., firefighter, emergency medical technician, or 
police officer) and interact with each other at the scene of the virtual emergency.9 Participants 
experience scenarios in real time and can see how their actions and the actions of others affect 
the situation. Every minute an interstate is closed or traffic is restricted represents lost money 
for business — not to mention extra time on-site for emergency response staff. Simulating this 
in a virtual world allows zero impact to real-world traffic flow, is repeatable, and allows data 
and performance to be recorded for future reference. Similar efforts are underway at Duke 
University, Stanford University, and other institutions.10 

· Developing effective healthcare team coordination. Duke University and Virtual Heroes 
are collaborating on a high-fidelity 3-D virtual environment for healthcare, funded by the US 
Army. The initial project, targeting healthcare team coordination skills, is called 3DiTeams 
and combines gaming concepts with the healthcare team coordination training curriculum 
developed by the US Department of Defense and the Agency for Healthcare Research and 
Quality (see Figure 6).11 In 3DiTeams, healthcare professionals brush up on the principles of 
teamwork and communication by observing expert virtual teams performing and categorizing 
the virtual team members’ behaviors. Multiple learners can enter the virtual world together 
and apply principles of teamwork and communication while caring for virtual patients. Team 
members, instructors, and nonparticipant observers can comment on and rate the interactions 
they witness. All sessions can be recorded and played back live or over the Internet. A facilitator-
led debrief allows the learners to observe their behaviors, reflect on their actions, and discuss 
the positive and negative interactions that took place during the challenging scenario.
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Figure 5 University Of Maryland Emergency Service Training For Highway Accidents

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Emergency response personnel 
from Maine to Florida will soon
be able to participate in disaster 
training drills for everything 
from car accidents to chemical 
spills to mass casualty scenarios 
— from their offices or perhaps 
even their living rooms.

Source: Clark School of Engineering
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Figure 6 Healthcare Professionals Use A Virtual World To Practice Communication Skills

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Source: Virtual Heroes

· Crossing over between the physical and virtual worlds. European construction giant Implenia 
is working with IBM and SAP on a Second Life island called EOLUS One to experiment with 
using a virtual world as a front end to its business. A company like Implenia can spend €100,000 
to €130,000 on building a foam core model of a skyscraper or football stadium. The idea is 
to take 3-D models created in CAD systems and render them in an interactive, accessible 
environment like Second Life at a much lower cost.

Rather than the client coming to a physical location and walking around a foam core model of a 
building they’ve commissioned, the client could engage in a much more immersive experience 
by going into the virtual world and getting a sense of what the building will look and feel like 
when it’s been erected. As part of its experiments, Implenia built a dollhouse-size model house in 
the physical world and hooked it up with a digital replica in Second Life (see Figure 7). Turning 
the lights on in the digital house turned the lights on in the physical model house, and the 
temperature reading at the model house was reflected on the digital replica’s virtual thermometer. 
Imagine the implications for building maintenance!
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In another example, Icarus Studios is working on projects to try to blur the lines between the 
Web, virtual worlds, and the physical world through real-time motion-capture streaming over 
the Internet. Imagine a keynote speaker delivering a presentation to an enormous virtual crowd. 
The real-world presenter would wear a special glove, or a set of markers attached to his or her 
body, and his body movements would be reflected by those of his avatar in the virtual world. Or 
imagine a mechanic working on an airplane and, through motion capture, demonstrating to 
people all over the world how to do this particular fix.

· Setting up and staffing a next-generation virtual business presence. Many businesses have 
put up a virtual presence in Second Life, including ABN AMRO, BMW, Cisco Systems, CNN, 
Dell, Intel, IBM, Reuters, and Vodafone. Why are they there? Marketing, market research, 
learning about the future, recruiting, and spontaneous customer interaction. The major problem 
with most of these? You land on these islands to find them completely deserted!12 European 
consulting company PA Consulting fixed this by hiring “greeters” (receptionists) to staff its 
Second Life office 24x7. Claus Nehmzow, a partner at the company, told us, “This turned out 
to be one of the best things we did.” Greeters are friendly avatars who can show new arrivals 
around, answer questions, and walk through content together (e.g., posters and/or videos). 
Interestingly, while PA Consulting employees have never met the people who operate these 
greeter avatars, they have grown to trust the avatars exclusively through their Second Life 
interactions with them.

· Recruiting from a worldwide labor supply. Another use of virtual worlds is recruiting from 
a global talent pool. Increasingly, it’s a flat world for labor supply, and more companies are 
seeking ways to find the best talent possible, regardless of where that talent is located. Universally 
accessible virtual worlds can help in this regard, especially for organizations that want to hire tech-
savvy, future-ready workers. TMP Worldwide, which provides recruitment advertising services, 
held a job fair in Second Life where companies like Accenture, EMC, GE, and U.S. Cellular were 
recruiting. Semper International, a placement firm in the graphic arts and printing industry, has 
an employment office in Second Life. Even the Vancouver police force recruits in Second Life. 

· Conducting virtual trade shows and conferences. Unisfair helps companies like Cisco Systems, 
Cognos, National Instruments, and Quest Software create virtual trade shows and conferences. 
Virtual trade show attendees can hear presenters, talk with sales reps in booths on the show floor, 
and network with each other in lounge areas. Future versions of Unisfair’s offering will include 
professional networking capabilities within its virtual events solutions — leveraging Web 2.0 
features like blogs and social networking to create persistent environments where professionals can 
network and collaborate. (Along the same lines, a Facebook application called Second Life Link is 
now available, which allows people to connect their Facebook and Second Life networks together.)
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Figure 7 Implenia Is Working On A Hybrid Physical/Virtual World

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.43450

Source: Oliver Goh, EOLUS One

Source: EOLUS One island in Second Life

The virtual replica on EOLUS One island in Second Life

Implenia’s real-world model house
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Cisco Systems, Dell, IBM, Intel, and other, mostly high-tech companies have set up executive 
briefing centers in Second Life, where they can meet with customers and users of their products. 
IBM has invested heavily in Second Life — it has more than 50 regions or simulations — as well 
as other virtual world technology for press conferences, presentations, analyst relations events, 
internal team meetings, and recruitment. Around 5,000 IBM staff worldwide are part of IBM’s 
Virtual Universe Community. Being a technology services and solutions provider, IBM is also 
offering virtual world services to clients and pushing for standards around avatars, browser-
based world viewers, and back-end system integration.13

· Holding new and improved virtual meetings. On any given day, 50% of Sun Microsystems’ 
workforce works remotely from home, the road, or a customer site. The company is constructing a 
virtual campus building called MPK20 using Sun’s Darkstar game server infrastructure and Project 
Wonderland 3-D tool for building virtual worlds. While the project is still underway — only the 
small team at Sun that is building the system is using it for meetings right now — Sun plans to 
create a virtual world where all employees can gather, meet, and collaborate. In other examples, 
Vivox, a technology company that provides integrated voice and communication services for 
virtual worlds, including Second Life, tells us that its employees meet in Second Life at some point 
during every business day. Early adopters at Intel use Qwaq Forums to improve their teamwork.14 
And, understandably, most of Linden Lab’s internal meetings also take place in Second Life.15

· Enhancing military training and simulation. Virtual Heroes created the America’s Army game 
for the US Army to aid recruitment. This virtual world brings several more degrees of realism 
to the first-person-shooter game market than some rival offerings. The US Army subsequently 
requested a version be developed for its own training and simulation purposes, allowing group 
communication, dangerous situations, and new environments to be explored in a risk-free 
manner. And Forterra Systems is working with the US Defense Department on interoperability, 
accessibility, and reusability of learning objects in 3-D virtual worlds. The effort includes a focus 
on virtual world gaming technology for counter-improvised explosive device (IED) training.

· Providing therapy, counseling, and medical information. Mental health therapists in Camden, 
N.J., have been using virtual world simulations based on Forterra Systems’s OLIVE platform 
to help deeply disturbed adolescent patients. These serious offenders (typically convicted of 
crimes like rape, arson, or murder) find it easier to role-play and talk about experiences through 
a virtual world interface — which feels more engaging than group therapy and gives a greater 
degree of freedom and anonymity than an in-person counseling session. In a similar vein, BP 
has been using Second Life to offer anonymous counseling sessions to staff as part of a program 
called OpenTalk. And the UK’s National Health Service is working on a Second Life virtual 
health information center for young people, assisted by PA Consulting.
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WHAT’S HOLDING THE BUSINESS USE OF VIRTUAL WORLDS BACK?

For all the existing examples and benefits to be had from using virtual worlds, some significant 
hurdles remain. Namely:

· It’s hard to establish trust and credibility. Many potential users of virtual world technology, 
especially those in their 30s or older, view virtual worlds as frivolous games or places where 
deviant personalities exhibit their alter egos. Being able to visually recognize a colleague 
through his or her avatar or quickly and easily establish each user’s identity when meeting will 
be important factors in virtual worlds gaining mass adoption.

· You practically have to be a gamer to know how to work this stuff. Interaction and movement 
within virtual worlds requires a keyboard and/or mouse along with reams of pull-down menus 
and context-sensitive keyboard commands — especially for things like facial expressions and 
body language. To a World of Warcraft player, this is all second nature; to a nongamer business 
person, it can be absolutely bewildering. Because of this, training — perhaps in the form of an 
in-world tour guide — is critical.

· Setup in the virtual world can be arduous for both end user and world owner. It’s one thing 
to say, “Let’s create all our employees and some buildings in a virtual world!” — quite another 
to actually do this in many cases. It is still far too easy to accidentally change something about 
your avatar or surroundings and then struggle for hours to try and put it right again.16 Avatar 
creation and customization, along with object and world design, is only just starting to emerge 
from being a “black art.” To address this, Icarus Studios offers 3-D world creation software 
that embeds a variety of components, reducing the need to purchase separate engines and 
development tools. Qwaq provides predefined templates for various types of virtual spaces. 
Users can point and click to create a meeting space, drag and drop their content into the space, 
and be ready to host colleagues in about 10 minutes.

· It’s not yet a contextual, immersive experience for work. The typical materials for a meeting 
include presentation materials, word processing documents and spreadsheets, lists, whiteboard 
notes and drawings, Web pages, and possibly videos. With most early virtual worlds, you still 
have to switch out of the application to view most of these materials or, at the very least, go 
through a laborious importing process. Most of them — Qwaq Forums and Sun’s Project 
Wonderland are exceptions — are still missing the core applications needed to make virtual 
worlds highly useful for work: in-line editing, desktop and application sharing, real-time 
annotation tools, and wiki-like co-authorship.17
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· People have to download client software (in most cases). Before you can engage in a virtual 
world, most of today’s platforms require a large client software download. This may set off alarms 
in your corporate network security center and may punch great big holes through the firewall — 
unless the software can be deployed entirely behind the firewall. Browser-based virtual worlds — 
which are mainly the simpler consumer services like Club Penguin or Webkinz — get around 
many of these problems, but they still can’t deliver the full immersive experience yet.

· Bandwidth requirements remain greedy and variable. While in a passive mode, such as 
when users are sitting in a virtual meeting room and chatting by text or voice, a virtual world is 
efficient in its use of bandwidth. But the nature of these applications means that demand could 
increase at any moment as avatars relocate, stream video, or upload CAD designs. This spiky, 
processing-intensive application is precisely the kind of thing that IT directors hate, as peak 
loads make it nearly impossible to plan capacity accurately.

· The technology is prone to hiccups and requires extreme patience. Many who have 
experimented with Second Life have found that it frequently hangs, lags, and requires 
reboots, and that you are frequently required to download updates. Unless you have a lot of 
processing power and a high-end video card on your machine, you should expect to experience 
performance problems. Other technologies — particularly those located behind the corporate 
firewall — are more robust, but those looking to invest should realize that we are still very much 
at the version 1.0 stage of virtual world technology overall.

· The “me-too” adoption factor isn’t good enough for real business impact. As with the media 
and brand clamor that developed around Second Life in 2006, organizations are starting to 
build virtual worlds for business without giving enough thought to why they are doing it. 
Because of this, many early attempts will fail. Use cases like, “Why not hold the company picnic 
in Second Life?” or “Let’s have a call center in a virtual world” — which, of course, doesn’t link 
back to corporate CRM systems yet — just won’t cut it. Yes, you can create a virtual world — but 
why bother? Focus on real business problems and the metrics around those, such as improving 
the experience of working remotely and managing virtual teams, working with and sharing 
digital 3-D models, and training the workforce.
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R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

EXPERIMENT WITH, EXPLORE, AND TRIAL VIRTUAL WORLDS

Virtual worlds have the potential to be potent workplace tools — and indeed they are already 
used effectively in a number of small case studies — but the technology, experience, and utility is 
still very immature. Given the low cost of entry, however, I&KM pros should:

· Experiment in a virtual world. The costs of establishing a small, relatively secure presence 
in Second Life are typically so low as to be expensed in many organizations. The real costs 
are the employee hours it takes to create a useful space and working environment. A good 
first step is to build a virtual conference room, find groups of trusted, pragmatic pathfinders, 
and let them loose. Hire a specialist to build you an initial environment in Second Life or take 
advantage of the relatively inexpensive developer programs that Forterra Systems offers, 
which include prebuilt 3-D assets like conference rooms, avatars, vehicles, and buildings. Put 
the open source Wonderland technology from Sun in the hands of a developer and see what 
he or she comes up with. Or subscribe to something like Qwaq Forums for around $60 per 
user per month. Contact one of these providers and request a test drive. Also ask to speak 
with reference customers to see how real-world organizations are using virtual worlds to 
their competitive advantage.

· Publish and enforce virtual world acceptable use policies and etiquette guidelines. 
Linden Lab, for example, has published a set of community standards for Second Life, 
which your workforce should know about.18 You may also wish to create and publish your 
organization’s own internal policy, the way IBM has.19 IBM’s policy includes guidelines 
like “engage,” “use your good judgment,” and “protect your — and IBM’s — good name.” 
Companies like IBM have used other Web 2.0 tools like wikis to get input and build consensus 
on acceptable usage guidelines.

· Keep a laser-like focus on your desired outcome. Are virtual worlds helping distributed 
workers feel more connected to their teams and the company? Training the workforce in 
innovative and effective ways? Reducing manufacturing costs by building and sharing virtual 
prototypes with customers prior to building a single physical part, à la Boeing’s 787 
Dreamliner? If you want to explore the wildest possibilities of virtual worlds — with the ability 
to create content yourself or buy content inexpensively on the open market and access an 
audience of customers — try Second Life. If you have a more modest or targeted application 
in mind, don’t let realistic, customizable 3-D avatars dazzle you. Simpler solutions — such as 
Qwaq’s virtual world technology or Unisfair’s virtual conference technology — may be a better 
choice and a gentler introduction to getting real work done in virtual worlds.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
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Linden Lab

PA Consulting

Qwaq
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Sun Microsystems

Unisfair

Virtual Heroes

Vivox

VRWorkplace

ENDNOTES
1  Forrester defines an information worker as a person who uses information technology in his or her work 

to: find information; complete tasks and projects; contact, communicate, and collaborate with others; and 
make informed decisions. Information workers include traditional office workers as well as increasing 
numbers of people who work primarily with other people and people who work primarily with the physical 
world.

2  Almost two-thirds (60%) of the people we surveyed said that their organization is developing — or, in 
some cases, has already developed — Information Workplace strategies. Fourteen percent have already 
documented Information Workplace strategies; another 44% are in the process. See the July 27, 2007, 

“Information Workplace Trends 2007” report.

3  Organizations interested in developing a collaborative culture must look beyond people, process, and 
technology to include social context — a vitally important element when designing the physical work 
environment. Physical work environments and workplace flexibility affect not only individual and 
organizational productivity but also: a worker’s ability to collaborate, share ideas, and innovate; the 
organization’s ability to attract and retain desired employees; and management’s ability to control real estate 
and facilities management costs. Physical workplace planning overlaps with and should drive many other 
areas of planning, such as Information Workplace strategy, telework policy, business continuity/disaster 
preparedness, employee recruiting and retention, as well as outsourcing and globalization strategy. See the 
July 11, 2006, “Untethering Information Workers: Rethinking Workplace Location And Layout” report. 

4  Collaboration strategy documents are essential tools for helping form or reaffirm a collaborative culture 
and establish a single set of internal standards for collaboration and communication in the enterprise. Best 
practices for developing a collaboration strategy document include: 1) drafting your strategy document 
as a presentation, rather than a word processing document, and 2) creating sections that describe the 
business drivers, vision statement, definition and scope, guiding principles, maturity model, business case, 
gap analysis, architectural road map, and next steps. See the April 12, 2007, “How To Create A Knockout 

http://www.forrester.com/go?docid=42796&src=43450pdf
http://www.forrester.com/go?docid=39766&src=43450pdf
http://www.forrester.com/go?docid=41374&src=43450pdf
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Collaboration Strategy Document” report and see the August 24, 2007, “Are You Ready For Unified 
Communications?” report and see the August 13, 2007, “Videoconferencing: You Need An Enterprisewide 
Strategy” report and see the March 8, 2007, “Social Computing Upends Past Knowledge Management 
Archetypes” report. 

5  The National Business Travel Association (NBTA) report is based primarily on data from a survey of 215 
NBTA member travel buyers. Source: “NBTA Provides Members with Initial 2008 Forecast,” NBTA press 
release, October 17, 2007 (http://www.nbta.org/About/News/Releases2007/mb101707.htm). The American 
Express annual Global Business Travel Forecast projections are based on a combination of statistical 
forecasting, in-depth research of supplier markets, regional economic trends, interviews with American 
Express industry analysts, and analysis of reports generated within and outside AmEx. NBTA predicts an 
overall increase of 6% to 8%, and American Express estimates that the average cost of a domestic business 
trip will increase in 2008 by $63 and the average cost of an international trip will increase by $205. As a 
result, about 8% of those surveyed in the NBTA study plan to reduce nonessential travel in 2008. While 
classes and conferences comprise just part of the business travel, it is a significant part because these types 
of trips are often the first ones cut when a company has to reduce its travel budget. People then lose the 
opportunity to brush up on skills and network, as well as gain new insights that could help them improve 
the way they do their jobs. Source: “Business Travel Demand Will Outpace Capacity in 2008 And Drive 
Rate Increases Across Air, Hotel, Car Rental And Meeting,” American Express press release, October 23, 
2007 (http://home3.americanexpress.com/corp/pc/2007/pdf/GBTF.pdf).

6  This study by Mark L. Zeidel, M.D.; Frank Kroboth, M.D.; Susan McDermot, CPA; Michael Mehalic, MBA; 
Charles P. Clayton; Eugene C. Rich, M.D.; and M. Dean Kinsey, M.D. estimates what it actually costs 
departments of medicine to provide an educational program that trains physicians effectively and fulfills 
the relevant requirements of regulatory bodies. Source: “Estimating the cost to departments of medicine of 
training residents and fellows: A collaborative analysis,” American Journal of Medicine, May 2005, (http://
www.amjmed.com/article/PIIS0002934305001452/fulltext).

7  The first practical consumer online virtual world was AlphaWorld, build on the Active Worlds platform; it 
debuted in 1995. The second age of virtual worlds arrived with the massively multiplayer online role playing 
games that emerged as a popular platform in 1998 with Ultima Online from Origin Systems but really 
gained popularity with the release of Lineage by NCsoft. Lineage became popular in South Korea in 1999 
and had a peak subscriber base of 3.2 million consumers in 2003/2004. These games were the forerunners 
of today’s popular games like EverQuest (Sony), World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment), and City of 
Heroes/Villains (NCsoft). See the March 23, 2007, “The Real Business Of Virtual Worlds” report. 

8  You can create private, controlled spaces in Second Life, with your space invisible to the rest of the grid. You 
can determine who enters your space and what they do in it. But all the data, including objects you create 
and conversations you have, are stored on Second Life servers, making Second Life inappropriate for some 
business uses.

9  This virtual world, which is positioned as a game, was developed by researchers at the A. James Clark 
School of Engineering and is sponsored by the I-95 Corridor Coalition. Source: “Preparing for Real-Life 
Disasters in the Virtual World: Clark School Develops Online Training Environment for Emergency 
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Responders,” A. James Clark School of Engineering press release, October 16, 2007 (http://www.eng.umd.
edu/media/pressreleases/pr100907_virtual.html)

10  Stanford University is working on medical simulation projects, such as: a training tool for learning clinical 
decision-making skills; Web-based simulation of medical emergencies for training high-school students; a 
real-time, soft-tissue simulation platform for building and running surgical simulators; and a multiplayer 
online simulation for training first responders to chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear events. 
Source: Stanford University Medical Media and Information Technologies (http://summit.stanford.edu/
research/simulation.html).

11  The curriculum includes adapted materials from TeamSTEPPS, which is the name for the healthcare team 
coordination training curriculum.

12  Whether it matters that Second Life destinations are often vacant depends on what your expectations are 
and why you are there. It matters a lot if you are using it to socialize, explore, and interact with people. It 
doesn’t matter at all if you are using it for meetings and collaboration. Source: “What Does It Matter That 
Second Life Is Vacant?” Forrester blog post, December, 6, 2007 (http://blogs.forrester.com/information_
management/2007/12/what-does-it-ma.html).

13  In October 2007, IBM and Linden Lab announced that they would work together on universal avatars, 
security, platform stability, integration with existing Web and business processes, and open standards. 
Source: “IBM and Linden Lab Launch Collaboration To Further Advance the 3-D Internet,” IBM press 
release, October 10, 2007 (http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/22428.wss).

14  Qwaq and Intel plan to work together to integrate Intel’s Miramar 3-D information space technology 
into a new edition of Qwaq Forums, expected be available next year. Source: “Qwaq, Intel Collaborate 
on Enhanced Virtual Workspace Product,” Intel press release, September 20, 2007 (http://www.intel.com/
pressroom/archive/releases/20070920corp_a.htm)

15  Catherine Smith, marketing director at Linden Lab, was quoted as saying that at Linden Lab, all their 
meetings are “in-world.” Source: Lisa Andrews, “Virtual Life” BP Magazine, (http://www.bp.com/
sectiongenericarticle.do?categoryId=9019985&contentId=7036549)

16  Call to action for Second Life developers: Help business people find ways to benefit from all the great things 
virtual worlds have to offer, while at the same time shielding them from the anarchic nasties. Source: “3-D 
Internet: From A One-Speed Banana Seat To A 24-Speed Mountain Bike — Someday,” Forrester blog post 
October 4, 2007 (http://blogs.forrester.com/information_management/2007/10/from-a-one-spee.html).

17  Sun Microsystems’ Wonderland supports application sharing and the use of wikis in-world via Firefox.

18  Second Life community standards cover topics such as intolerance, harassment, assault, disclosure, 
indecency, and disturbing the peace. Source: Second Life (http://secondlife.com/corporate/cs.php).

19  IBM’s virtual world guidelines include guidelines like “engage,” use your good judgment,” and “protect your — 
and IBM’s — good name.” Source: IBM (http://domino.research.ibm.com/comm/research_projects.nsf/
pages/virtualworlds.IBMVirtualWorldGuidelines.html).
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